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The first International Neutrino Conference was held in Hungary, at the lakeside of
Balaton just 30 years ago. That time neutrinos became interesting for both, theoretical and
experimental particle physicists. That time made it already possible for the researchers from
the East and West, to meet in Hungary, which was the most Western spot of the Eastern
Block.  Among the participants we welcomed Ettore Fiorini, Richard Feynman, T.D. Lee,
Bruno Pontecorvo, Fred Reines, Victor Weisskopf, Jacob Zeldovich, and so on. This success
of the conference initiated a regular sequence of conferences, hosted by three continents. The
first 20 neutrino conferences were:

                          ’72, Balaton (Hungary)                    ’82 Nordkirchen (Germany)
                          ’74 Philadelphia (USA)                   ’86 Sendai (Japan)
                          ’75 Balaton (Hungary)                     ’88 Massachusetts (USA)
                          ’76 Aachen (Germany)                    ’90 CERN (Switzerland)
                          ’77 Caucasus (Russia)                      ’92 Granada (Spain)
                          ’78 Purdue (USA)                             ’94 Eilat (Israel)
                          ’79 Bergen (Norway)                       ’96 Helsinki (Finland)
                          ’80 Sicily (Italy)                               ’98 Takayama (Japan)
                          ’81 Hawaii (USA)                            ’2000 Sudbury (Canada)
                          ’82 Balaton (Hungary)                     ’2002 Munich (Germany)

I had the chance to attend all these conferences, and that offered me not only touristic joy, but
a chance to see the increasing interest in our favourite tiny particles, thus these conferences
(organised now in each even year) became a part of the history of physics of the 20th century.

 There was also a sequence of odd events, namely the Weak Interaction and Neutrino
Workshops organised in the odd years (initiated and overviewed by Herbert Pietschmann).
These workshops have a limited number of participants, as a rule, in order to focus on
discussions.
                           WIN’73 Skövde (Sweden)               WIN’85 Savonlinna (Finland)
                           WIN’74 Strobl (Austria)                  WIN’87 Santa Fe (USA)
                           WIN’75 Columbus (USA)               WIN’89 Ginosar (Israel)
                           WIN’76 Trieste (Italy)                     WIN’91 Gran Sasso (Italy)
                           WIN’77 Kobe (Japan)                      WIN’93 Seoul (Korea)
                           WIN’78 Ames, Iowa (USA)            WIN’95 Talloires (France)
                           WIN’80 Balaton (Hungary)             WIN’97 Anacapri (Italy)
                           WIN’82 Javea (Spain)                     WIN’99 Cape Town (South Africa)
                           WIN’83 Talloires (France)              WIN’2001 Cristchurch (New Zealand)

Now we have entered the 21st century, and the last conferences presented results, which show
neutrinos not only as curiosities of particle physics, but they bring the neutrinos into the focus
of science. Let us quote the Holy Book:

George Marx

Chairs of Int. Neutrino Commission:
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Jack Schneps
’04 Paris (France)
’06 Santa Fe (USA)
’08 Christchurch (NZ)
’10 Athens (Greece)
’12 Kyoto (Japan)
’14 Boston (USA)
’16 London (UK)
’18 Heidelberg (Germany)
’20 American Heartland/Chicago
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Neutrinos:  Not Just Missing ET !


